GEMINI PULSAR2 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER

THE GEMINI PULSAR2 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER PROVIDES A WIRELESS SERIAL LINK BETWEEN PULSAR2 AND A SMARTPHONE, TABLET OR LAPTOP. (IPHONE IS NOT COMPATIBLE)

Installation and use

Plug the unit into the Pulsar2 AUX port (NOT LAN) with the provided cable. Pulsar2 can be powered before or after connection.

The red LED on the unit will light up if the connection was successful.

Start a bluetooth device scan on your mobile device.

When you are asked for the security code, enter 0000 (four zeros).

Now you can start your lx200 compatible App on your smart-phone or connect to Pulsar2 via the new virtual serial port (you can read the port number from the Device Manager).

The com port speed must be set to 9600baud an both sides (system/lx200baud menu)